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Jack R. Pogany and Bruno V. Manno Two of UD's Best
He is a member of Phi Sigma Tau, the National Philosophy Honor Society and the National Honor Society. Despite all these activities he was an honor graduate last April and maintain honors status as a graduate student this school year.

Pogany, a sophomore transfer from Ohio University, also has been active in curriculum programs including the Polanyi Program. He has been the leader recently in the creation of the "Peace Studies Institute," an effort to study the many forms of violence, physical and mental which assault man today. This is an interdisciplinary program which will use professors from the physical and social sciences, engineering, business, the arts and humanities.

An Honor Roll student, Pogany is associate editor of the Flyer News, student newspaper, and his column, which generally embraces his philosophical, psychological and sociological feelings, is often a controversial on one campus.

A social psychology major, Pogany is open in his views on the direction higher education should be taking today and specifically feels that his University of Dayton, "should take advantage of its moderate size, private nature, and strategic location by developing educational models along the lines of the many responsible new theories of undergraduate education."

Pogany and Manno have been appointed to the committees which will reflect the University's travel into the future. Both men have positive thoughts on this trip.